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How to Revise the Subject of Inter - CMA
Dear Student Friends,
It is a very common question asked by the students, before their examination.
Hence, I thought of writing this article for you. It will guide you to do the revision.
1. The students of my live batch are provided with a restricted cloud version. Please use it
for the purpose of revision.
2. The students who purchased my pen drive or cloud version are provided with extra 80%
view, which can be used for revision of the subject.
3. Those who prefer to do revision through SELF STUDY, can read the theory of each
chapter carefully from their Regular Batch Notes. Then solve the selected questions or
Star questions independently from their Regular Batch notes itself.
4. You may download the ICAI past exam papers from the ICAI website, solve them on
your own and then check it with the ICAI answers. You will also find the suggested
answers developed by CA Rakesh Agrawal on his website under the tab "Students
Corner".
5. There are Home Work Questions and Past Exam Paper Questions with answers given at
the end of every chapter in your classroom notes. A Practice Manual is also provided to
you (i.e. Volume IV). You may use it for practice and revision purpose.
6. Those who want to revise the basic concepts of every topic may visit our website
"CaRakeshAgrawal.in". You will find a product called as "CA Inter CMA - Quick Revision
on YouTube". It is free of cost. A YouTube link is given near that product. It is a very
good product to revise the basics of each chapter, important concepts and formulae in a
short time.
7. If a student has forgotten everything or is appearing for the exam after a long gap and
wants a FACULTY HELP to revise concepts as well as problem solving, then there is a
product available on our website "CaRakeshAgrawal.in". Please go to the home page,
scroll down below and you will find 'Course Category' as "Video Lectures for CA
Intermediate - New Syllabus". Click on the icon and You will find a product called Inter
CMA New Syllabus - Full Revision Batch. Click on this product and scroll down below to
find the full coverage of syllabus in this product. You may buy this product. It covers
theory of each topic plus solving of selected questions. You will also get a hard copy of
Revision Batch Notes by courier.
It has 26 lectures of around 2 hours each, that is around 52 clock hours. After going
through these lectures, you don't have to study anything extra again. This product can
also be purchased by those students also, who have not taken the regular coaching from
CA Rakesh Agrawal or who have done self study at home.
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